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Olive Branch Skin Care, Inc.
Sunless Tanning at Home for
Fun and Profit

Olive Branch Skin Care, Inc.
4140 Locust Hill Rd.
Taylors, SC 29687

Local: 864-895-0870
Toll-Free: 1-877-44-OLIVE [1-877-446-5483]

Setting up a functional sunless tanning area in the home is a fairly
simple process. Depending on the
amount of space available, you can
either build a semi-permanent spray
area or create a space that can be
easily setup, used, and returned to
everyday use. Here we will discuss
two spray tanning options available
to the home user.
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a profitable Saturday morning
neighborhood tanning party.
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W hether your interest is for family
tanning or making extra money,
Splash of Sun Tanning Solution is
hands down the best solution in
America. It’s the only spray-able
olive oil based tanning lotion anywhere. It won’t streak, splotch, or
turn your skin orange. Is it just like
a real tan from the sun? No, but it
is the best sunless tanning product
ever made. If you have any questions, feel free to call us toll free at
1-877-44-OLIVE (1-877-446-5483).
W e’ll give you straight answers
about equipment and setup and
we’ll be glad to explain why you
will love the tan and the full body
moisturizing you get from Splash of
Sun Tanning Solution.
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Space Requirements

Family Use

Figuring out where to spray opens
up a multitude of options. W eather
permitting, some family members
have been known to step outside,
on a warm day, and spray away.
Caution should be used to prevent
upsetting nosey neighbors when
one desires to be sprayed outside
and avoid tan lines. As a general
rule, an indoor setup is preferred.
For family and close friends only, a
shower/bath stall is an excellent
spraying location. W hen the spraying session is complete, simply
rinse the walls and you’re done. A
garage is also an excellent space
to setup a tanning area. To prevent
overspray from getting on things in
the garage, hang old sheets around
to catch overspray. A very nice
spray booth can be constructed
from PVC pipe and sheets. This
booth can be quickly setup and
taken down and would be ideal for

The first option is a setup for family
use. This option would include
equipment and solution necessary
for individuals in a family to give
each other a spray tan whenever
they wanted. Depending on the
number of family members that
wanted a tan, the amount of tanning
solution purchased would vary.
Some families could easily purchase
a gallon while others would be interested in smaller quantities.

Family Use & Extra Income
The second option is a setup for
family use along with a desire to
pocket a little extra cash. This option would include equipment and
solution necessary for family members to give each other a spray tan
along with the option of inviting
friends and neighbors over once a
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week for a tan. A nominal fee could
be charged to help cover the cost of
the solution and to also put a little
extra cash in your pocket. If you
sprayed 10 people a week for only
$10.00 each, that would make you
an $80.00 profit for about an hour of
work. Not bad for a Saturday morning.

Equipment Options
Equipment options would also vary
depending on the anticipated usage. Spray equipment can vary
from a simple hand pump spray
bottle to the same system used by
the professional salons. Families
with a DIY type flair may already
have a compressor and sprayer
that would do an excellent job of
spraying tanning solution.
If you currently have nothing available to get started spraying, for
simple family use, a hand pump
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spray bottle would be the cheapest
option. This application technique
generally applies too much tanning
solution with each pull of the trigger and requires extra time to rub
the solution into the skin. The best
option would be a low cost HVLP
sprayer. These sprayers can also
be loaded up with real paint and
spray anything from furniture to
walls. As a note, make sure you
clean the gun thoroughly after
spraying paint before spraying your
friends and family. That could be a
real disaster.
If you have spray equipment already around the house, feel free
to use it. It may take a few adjustments to get the right coverage, but
it’s an option that has been used
successfully by a lot of people.
This type of equipment would include compressed air spray guns or
an artist airbrush.

